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1 . 1 . Purpose 
When a foreign word (source language) is borrowed 
into and used in another language (target language). its 
pronunciation, word form, meaning and even part of speech 
are bound to change more or less. It assimilates into the 
system of the recipient 
the native speaker. 
language as it is used freely by 
The purpose of this paper is first to observe and 
analyze the change of loan words, especially English loan 
words, in Korean, then to find what factors influence the 
change, and finally to suggest some mechanism that will 
possibly illustrate a language borrowing process. Be-
sides, by viewing the changes that loan words from English 
undergo in the process of nativization into Korean, it may 
be possible to identify some of the main problems that 
Korean speakers might have in learning English. 
1 . 2. Review of CA and EA, and Korean Phonology 
Contrastive analysis (CA) established by Fries (1945) 
and Lado (1957) explains that the prime cause of difficul-
1 
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ty and error in foreign-language learning is interference 
coming from the learners' native language. Therefore, 
according to Lado, we coul~ predict an~ describe the pat-
terns that would cause difficulty in learning and those 
that would nnt cause difficulty, by compa~ing syste~ati­
cally the language and culture to be learned with the 
language and culture of the student. 
However, many researchers and bilingual teachers have 
found that CA may be most predictive at the level of pho-
nology and least predictive at the syntactic level and 
that interference errors are only one of many types of 
errors found in the lexicon, morphology, and syntax 
(Duskova, 1969: Richards, 1971). For example, Wilkins 
(1968) suggests that many errors are due to overgenerali-
zation of a pattern, to interference between forms and 
functions of the language being learned, and to psycho-
logical causes, such as inadequate learning. 
The limitations of CA and the discovery of other 
sources of errors than first-language interference led to 
interest in error analysis (EA). Through the observation 
and the analysis of learner errors, EA supporters try to 
identify the areas of difficulty for the learner and 
decide the order of grammatical features, the scope of 
vocabulary and pronunciation teaching, 
allotment for practice. 
and even the time 
Further, Corder (1967) proposes the hypothesis that 
errors are evidence of the strategies adopted by the 
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learners rather than signs of inhibition. The learner is 
using "a definite system of language at every point in his 
development (p. 168)," although it is not the system of 
the second language. 
The analysis of loan words may include CA, which is 
still significant in the phonological aspect, and some of 
EA, too. Through the analysis of loan words, we not only 
can compare two languages, the source language and target 
language, but observe detailed deviations (or errors) from 
English in the actual situation. Here my assumption is 
that the loan words could be regarded as the learner's 
system of language at the beginning point of learning in 
which he does not have any knowledge of the second Ian-
guage. Thus, he may use the phonological rules of his 
native language in order to pronounce the given foreign 
-
sound elements, producing some systematic deviations or 
errors. In other words, changes loan words have in the 
borrowing process will illustrate the systematic devia-
tions from English. 
CA and EA of English and Korean have been done which 
compare phonemes of the two languages and analyze Korean 
learners' errors in learning English (Lee & Park, 1977; 
Robson, 1979; Chu & Park, 1979; Borden et al. 1983). 
Additionally, traditional descriptions of Korean by 
Choi (1937) and Huh (1985) explain various aspects of 
Korean phonology. Especially, C-W Kim investigates the 
= phonetic qualities of Korean phonemes and forms abstract 
4 
underlying representations (1965, 1968, 1970). There have 
been continuous attempts to explain language specific 
phenomena and phonological rules more generally and natu-
rally. Recently, some studies have approached the 
troublesome problems from a particular boundary - the 
syllable (Kim & Shibatani, 
B-G Lee, 1982; Kang, 1984). 
1.3. 
1976; Kim-Renaud, 1977, 1978; 
Framework 
In this thesis, after observation of general borrow-
ing situations (in Chapter 2), I will analyze substitu-
tions shown in loan words. Under the assumption that loan 
words are used in the context of a native language and in 
native accent, the phonological rules as well as the 
phonemic system will affect loan words. Thus, how these 
rules function on phoneme substitutions will be examined. 
too (in Chapter 3 & 4). Moreover, in Korean and in 
English, the minimal pronounceable unit is the syllable. 
But the two languages have different syllable structures. 
Hyman (1970) states that "foreign sounds are perceived in 
terms of underlying forms (p.19)". Then, how are English 
words which have different syllable structures perceived, 
interpreted and then modified by Korean speakers? My 
assumption is that new words are perceived sequences of 
segments, 
phonemes, 
especially syllables rather than individual 
and as Korean words, they are subject to the 
Korean syllable structure conditions and phonological 
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rules rather than those of English. In Chapter 5, how 
loan words are reinterpreted will be examined in relation 
to syllable structure conditions of Korean. 
It is possible that this analysis represents some 
consensus among Korean speakers on acceptable ways to 
pronounce the loan words with Korean accent, and errors or 
deviations that learners may make in learning English. 
1. 4. Problems in Analyzing Loan Words 
There are several problems 
loan words from English. 
to consider in analyzing 
First of all, how can we decide a foreign word is a 
loan word? Scholars indicate that a loan word should be 
considered a part of Korean after it is borrowed and has 
been used widely by Korean speakers (Nam, 1975; Pae, 1975; 
M-C Kim, 1985). But it is difficult to draw a clear line 
between foreign words and loan words. For example, p8s:i 
'bus' , latio 'radio', campa 'jumper' and th8ksi 'taxi', 
which are used in everyday life, will be accepted as loan 
words by every one. There will be no controversy on the 
words that speakers use without the notice of their bor-
rowing. How about many words used only by a group of 
speakers, e.g., professionals, or by a certain advertise-
ment? There is no standard established to decide the 
qualification of a loan word except the somewhat vague 
idea that we can regard a foreign word as a loan word if 
it attains great currency by a range of speakers. My data 
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for the analysis of the phonological aspect of loan words 
were collected from newspapers, magazines and a diction-
ary. 1 I used my subjective judgment in an attempt to 
collect words used widely with familiarity by Korean 
speakers, although it was occasionally inevitable to 
choose words of limited distribution for the purpose of 
the analysis. 
Another difficult problem is to find out when and how 
a loan word was borrowed. If Korean speakers learn a word 
from the same source and speak the same dialect and have 
the same degree of bilingualism, the work to analyze loan 
words can be based on more dependable data. The situa-
tion, however, is not so simple. Pae (1975) represents 
the difficulty in assuming the source language of loan 
words, saying that kilam, and Kholela could come from any 
language among English, Japanese, French or German (p. 
169). Also, he states that records or documents which 
were written in Korean letters before 1900 are so rare 
that infering the time of borrowing of a loan word is 
virtually impossible (1976, p.5). 
The time of borrowing is important in the research of 
phonetic substitution. Especially before 1945 many loan 
words were affected by the Japanese phonological system. 
Since 1945, the effort to retain the original sounds and 
eliminate the Japanese style pronunciation has been a 
language policy of the Korean government (i.e., seeM-S 
Kim, 1978). Furthermore, the stationing of the American 
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army and the direct interchange of commerce has led to 
more frequent contact with American English and culture. 
This close cultural contact and English education in 
schools cause the same word to be borrowed again. This 
reborrowing process is well illustrated in the different 
forms of the same word as follows: 
( 5 ) thru. Jap. reborrowing English 
thelepi"' thellepicyan television 
1 ati o 1 Sti o radio 
c'ok'oles chokhallis chocolate 
tonas':i: tonas doughnut 
nanni9ku l8nni9 running shirt 
semen simenth:i: cement 
p'oi poi boy 
It is noticed that younger and older speakers use differ-
ent forms; the former usually use the reborrowed forms. 
Sometimes two forms are specialized, as in the case of 
'boy'. s 
This reborrowing process and the close relationship 
with the United States makes the assumption possible that 
many English loan words used today may come from American 
English rather than Japanese or other languages. 
Besides the influence of Japanese, words borrowed 
long ago might be changed a lot during the time. "Lin-
guists have generally assumed that a scale for the time of 
borrowing can be set up on the basis of phonological form. 
Early loans are assumed to be the more distorted words, 
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while the late are more similar to their models (Haugen, 
1950, p. 216)." The analysis in this paper will be lim-
ited to the late loans in Haugen's term rather than the 
distorted words in order to avoid words that show the 
evident influences of the Japanese phonemic system. 
Finally, this thesis focuses on the written form and 
does not treat intonation. Korean characters themselves 
are phonetic symbols so that the pronunciation of a writ-
ten word is always regular. However, there may be a 
disparity between the written form and the actual spoken 
form. The phonetic substitution will vary in degree for 
different speakers and on different occasions. Especially 
the pronunciation of speakers who have learned English 
will be different from those who have not. In this res-
pect, the written forms will provide the regular and 
formal forms of loan words. 
NOTES 
1. For the collection of loan words, Ipe Sae Gae 
Times, Dong-A Daily News L.A. Edition, Yeseng Dong-A, 
(Mar. Sept. 1987) and A Dictionary of LoRnwords in 
Korean ( Pae, 1970) are used. When there is difference 
between the collected form from newspapers and that in the 
dictionary, I use the collected form for the current usage 
after checking its source language. Currently, lenis 
obstruents rather than fortis obstruents are more fre-
quently used in loan words, compared to those shown in his 
dictionary. 
2. I use a phoneme transcription system for the loan 
words. For typographical convenience, the following 

























3. ~ is used only for an errand boy or a waiter. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE BORROWING OF ENGLISH IN KOREAN 
2. 1. The Definition and Scope of Loan Words 
A loan word is defined as a word which is borrowed 
from one language and used as naturally as a native word 
in a second language (H-S Lee, 1971). 
The need to designate new things, persons, places and 
concepts causes lexical borrowing. Korean has been ab-
sorbing a lot of English words through commercial and 
cultural exchange, and the U. S. Forces retained in Korea 
after the Korean War have influenced English borrowing, 
especially American English. 
The main borrowings of Korean from English are large-
ly in the sphere of sports, science, women's clothes. cos-
metics, and articles of food and goods: 
I g0l f I , 'football', 18kpi mechi 'rugby match', 
lips±thik 'lipstick', etc. Many terms relate to elegant 
life, luxuries, and terms for articles of commerce --
kh±118p 'club', khaphi 'coffee', ph8sy8n 'fashion', 
les±tolag 'restaurant' are a few examples. The most 
concrete words, such as designations for newly invented or 
imported objects, are especially borrowed and accepted as 
10 
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loan words and used like native ones: 
puter', ~ 'chip', m8ciksweph± 
etc. 
'magic chef (a brand)', 
The loan word is itself subject to the grammatical, 
morphological, and phonological systems of the target 
language when it is 
main focus of this 
integrated with the TL. 
thesis is the phonological 
Since the 
change in 
loan words, I will briefly overview the other aspects, the 
morphology and the syntax, which may affect the under-
standing of phonological change. 
2.2. The Grammatical and Morphological Aspect 
Most of the words borrowed are, as might be expected, 
nouns in English. Nouns in singular forms are usually 
accepted. Only a limited number of nouns are borrowed as 
plural forms, such as s±phoch± 'sports'. Some adjectives, 
adverbs and verbs are found in Korean commercials although 
it is questionable that all the terms are understood by 
average Korean speakers. 
Grammatically, the commonest phenomenon is the addi-
tion of markers to indicate case because Korean is an 
agglutinative language. For example, 
(1) kika cohahanin ph±lo+nin s±phochi+wa nyusi+ta 
his favorite pro+s.m. 1 sports+and news+be 
His favorite program is sports and news. 
Suffixes of the derivational endings are added into 
the new words and thereby the loan words are adapted to 
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the native morphology such as aphil ('=appeal' noun), 
aphil+hake (adverb)' and aphil+hata (verb). Certain 
words appear with a native verb suffix i.e., nokhi"'-hatJ!_ 
('knock' + verb suffix) and ticain+hata ('design' +verb 
suffix); other words have other derivational inflections 
+ adverb suffix), h3sikhi+han 
('husky' + adjective suffix), and ph8syannapul+han ( 'fash-
ionable' + adjective suffix). 
A lot of loan words are used in native constructions 
to form further combinations, such as the compounding of 
English loan words and existing Korean words: for exam-
ple, usi9+~ 'championship' +cup, yaku+thim 'baseball' + 
team, thaim+.£1. 'Time' + magazine, 'sulfa' + 
'representative' + actor or actress. 
These "loan blends" (a term used by Haugen, 1950) involve 
the transfer of some elements and the reproduction of 
others and are used as one word. 
The markers, suffixes, and compounding play a part in 
transforming the pronunciation of a loan word by forming a 
breath group with the loan word 
examples). 
(see Chapter 3-5 for 
In many cases long words are clipped and used more 
frequently than the original word. The contracted forms 
seem to be more easily accepted and adopted by Korean 
speakers. 



















Finally, new vocabulary is not usually added to the 
closed system items related to grammatical functions. 
However, according to Yu (1984) 1 the frequent use of 
passive sentences and the feminine-pronoun ~±ny8 3 , which 
is the loan traslation of 'she', must be borrowings of 
English constructions (p. 16). The Korean plural mor-
pheme t±l is only used with personal nouns (i.e., haks89-
til 'students' vs. *y8nphilt±l 'pencils'), and even for 
indicating plural is not obligatory, personal nouns, 
except in order to emphasize plurality. Today, it is not 
difficult to find the plural form of personal nouns in-
stead of the singular form in articles written by students 
learning English or scholars who have studied in the 
United States. 
( 3) a. "kukmin"+:iy :iyky8n+i cu~yohata"". 
people+of opinion+s.m. important+be 
b. "kukmin+t±l"+iy :iykyan+i cu9yohata. 
people+p.m.+of opinion+s.m. important+be 
Public opinion is important. 
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Both sentences (3-a, b) can be accepted as grammati-
cal, although the singular form is more natural. There is 
no need to employ til (plural marker) here. This tenden-
cy to indicate plurals may be affected by the system of 
English inflections. 
2.3. The Semantic Aspect 
For the most part, the loan words have kept their 
central English meaning in Korean. In some cases, how-
ever, the meaning of a loan word changes (extends or 
specializes) especially when Korean has the same word in 
meaning. After the new word and the existing word are 
used together for a long period, they are specialized in 
usage and meaning. For example, matam from French and hQ-
s:i:thesi are used only for the manageress of a saloon or a 
tea room, and a bar maid respectively. The meaning of 
pilla is raised to indicate a good and expensive house. 
2.4. The Phonological Aspect 
The phonological problem of loan words is related to 
the manner in which a speaker perceives and reproduces the 
sounds of the source language (SL) in terms of the target 
1 anguage ( TL) . First of all, when a speaker uses a loan 
word in the context of his mother tongue, he reproduces it 
according to the phonological system of his native Ian-
guage in order to speak fluently and naturally, unless he 
concentrates consciously on the word. In fact, his 
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attempt to pronounce it "correctly" in terms of the SL may 
mar the stream of his speech and make it abrupt. 
Secondly, the fact that a speaker of the TL iden-
tifies a phoneme of the SL with one in the TL and, in 
reproducing it, subjects it to the phonological system of 
the TL must be regarded as a natural process of borrowing. 
Weinreich (1968) lists four basic types of interference 
that a bilingual has in learning a second language: under-
differentiation of phonemes, over-differentiation of 
phonemes, reinterpretation of distinctions, and actual 
phone substitution.e As he states, under-differentiation 
of phonemes and reinterpretation of distinctions are 
difficult problem areas that learners must overcome in a 
second language learning situation. Not only phonemes but 
also sequences of phonemes which occur in the vocabulary 
of a language constitute an additional field of inter-
ference. The existence or absence of similar sequences in 
the TL may, respectively, eliminate or instigate malfunc-
tion in the SL (pp. 18-23). In this thesis, sound 
substitution and differences of sequences of phonemes, 
especially in the syllable structure, will 
detail. 
be treated in 
NOTES 
1. s.m. represents a subjective marker and o.m. an 
objective marker. + indicates a morpheme boundary. ~±lo 
'pro' is a clipped word for 'program' in Korean. 
2. k2m (k'Bm in his transcription) is borrowed through 
Japanese according to the dictionary written by Pae 
(1970). 
3. In Korean, ki has been used to refer to a third 
person singular masculine and feminine. These days, there 
is a tendency to use k±nya (Sino-Korean ~means female) 
for a woman and ki for a man. 
4. "kukmin" and "kukmintil" 
weekly periodical Cukancoseon 
refers to a plural marker. 
are collected from the 
(Sept. 6, 1987). p.m. 
5. Under-differentiation of phonemes occurs when two 
sounds of the SL whose counterparts are not distinguished 
in the TL are not distingushed. Over-differentiation of 
phonemes involves using phonemic distinctions from the TL 
on the sounds of the SL, where they are not required. 
Reinterpretation of distinctions occurs when the bilingual 
distinguishes phonemes of the SL by features which are not 
essential in that language, but which are relevant in his 
TL. Finally, actual phone substitution applies to pho-
nemes that are identically defined in two languages but 
whose normal pronunciation differs (Weinreich, 1968). 
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CHAPTER III 
CONSONANT CHANGES IN LOAN WORDS 
Borrowings represent the customary features of adap-
tation of foreign sounds to the native phonological 
system. Korean phonemes do not exactly coincide with 
English phonemes; for example, Korean has no phonemic 
contrast between voiced and voiceless sounds (see figures 
1 & 2 for a comparison of the consonant systems). Thus, a 
speaker can not avoid changing a feature or features of a 
phoneme, or even the whole phoneme itself. Haugen des-
in which the cribes the substitution process as "one 
speaker substitutes 'the most nearly related sounds' of 
his native tongue for those of the other language (p. 
215) 
In this process some loan words lose their distinc-
tive quality as soon as they begin to be used as 
koreanized forms. For example, ~·s in the two phrases 
phea pillei 'fair play' and phea s±kheithig 'pair skating' 
will be regarded as the same word, i.e., a word which has 
the meaning of 'fair' and 'pair'. Even though a competent 
bilingual speaker introduces a new loan word in native 
pronunciation, it will change during repetition by other 
speakers of the TL and, at last, a total substitution will 
17 
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Bi. La. De. Al. P.A. A.P. Pa. Ve. Gl. 
Stop vl p t k 
vd b d g 
Affri. vl c h 
vd j 
Frica. vl f 8 s s 
vd v 1 z z 
nasal m n !) 
Approx. w 1/r y 
Figure 1. English Consonant Phonemic System 
I I Bi. La. De. Al. P.A. A.P. Pa. Ve. G 1. 
Stop asp. ph th kh I 
lenis p(b) t (d) k(g) I 
I fortis p' t' k' 
Aff. asp. ch I 
len is c ( j ) 
fortis c' 
Fri .lenis s ( § ) h 
fortis s' ( S I ) 
i Nasal m n 9 
Liquid 1 ( r ) 
Figure 2. Korean Consonant Phonemic System 
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be made after some currency by monolingual speakers. 
In this chapter, I will analyze the phoneme replace-
ment of consonants in loan words and the effect of Korean 
phonological rules on loan words. 
3.1. Stops 
Korean stops have a quite different system from that 
of English stops, which is divided into two parts (voiced 
and voiceless). Voicing plays an important role in Eng-
lish stops (p/b, t/d, and k/g), providing distinctive 
features. 
Korean has three way contrasts in stops and no such 
distinction of voicing because Koiean stops are all voice-
less, "differing from each other, in one important aspect, 
in the degree of aspiration (C-W Kim, 1970, p. 108) ." 
Three distinctive series of Korean stops are /p' t' k'/ 
for the unaspirated series. /p t k/ for the slightly as-· 
pirated series and /ph th kh/ for the heavily aspirated 
series. They are meaningful in differentiating minimal 
pairs as follows: 
(1) p'ul horn 
pul fire 







The following loan words show the phoneme substitu-
tions of English stops into Korean stops. 
( 2 ) English Loan word phoneme change 
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pop music Phap myucik p (ph) ---? ph 
pen ~en 
poster ~os!tha II II 
rope lo~:i: p ~ ph 
ticket ~ikhes t (th) ---? th 
truck ~:tlak 
trophy th:i:lophi II 
test thes:tth:i: t ~ th 
(coca-) cola kholla k [kh] ~ kh 
cocktail khaktheil 
campus khemphas± 
whisky wis:i:khi k ----;. kh 
( 3 ) battery .Q.8th8li b ----;. p 
brand .Q.±lent:i: 
box .Q_aks! II 
brooch ~ulochi ~ p' 
bye-bye ~ai~ai (children) 11 II 
drill l±lil d ----;. t 
drum !±lam II 
dress l:i:les± II 
dance 18ns:i:(.t..:_ens4) ----;. t/t' 
guide Js.ait:i g ----;. k 
group Js.:i:lup 
gown Js.aun (.!s...:._aun) g -~ k/k' 
game Js.eim (.!s...:._eim) ----;. 
gum k3m (.!s...:._8m) ~ II 
English voiceless stops /p t k/ are transformed into Kore-
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an aspirated stops /ph th kh/; voiced /b d g/ into slight-
ly aspirated /p t k/ or sometimes /p' t' k'/. Therefore, 
in the substitution process (2), voiceless stops always 
become aspirated irrespective of their aspiration in the 
SL. Most voiced stops lose their voicing in Koreanized 
words, becoming Korean /p t k/. 
Here, a probable question is why Korean speakers do 
not accept English /p t k/ as Korean /p t k/ instead of 
/ph th kh/. In order to understand this seemingly un-
natural. phenomenon, I will look at English stops and 
Korean stops in greater depth. 
Although aspiration is not a distinctive feature to 
differentiate meaning in English minimal pairs, it appears 
in the allophonic distribution of stops. English /p t k/ 
are aspirated word initially, such as 'pie' [phai], before 
a stressed vowel, such as 'computer' 
optionally in word final position, such as 
[kamphyuta], and 
'clap' [kl~ph). 
They are unaspirated after /s/ i.e. , 'strike' [straik). 
Ladefoged (1982) defines aspiration as "a period of voice-
lessness after the stop articulation and before the start 
of the voicing for the vowel (p. 47)", giving a rule that 
voiceless stops are aspirated when they are syllable 
initial (p. 83) . According to him, the major difference 
between the words (~. tie, ~ and (~. die, 1U!.Y) is 
not that one has voiceless stops and the other voiced 
stops. It is that the former has (voiceless) aspirated 
stops and the latter has (partially voiced) unaspirated 
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stops (p. 48). 
Another fact to be noted is that English /p t k/ are 
in general forcefully articulated with more muscular 
energy and a stronger breath effort than /b d g/ and this 
fortis/lenis difference is the primary mark of the /p t k/ 
/b d g/ set of contrasts (Gimson, 1962; Lisker and 
Abramson, 1964). 
In summary, English /p t k/ are fortis and aspirated 
in syllable initial position (but not after /s/). 
The investigation of voice onset time~ by C-W Kim 
(1965) reveals the difference among the 3 series of Korean 
stops: for the glottalized stops /p' t' k'/, the onset 
time of vocal cord vibrations starts 12 msecs (mean value) 
after the stop release; 
i.e., [p], it is 35msec; 
stops [ph] it is 93 msec 
for the slightly aspirated stop, 
and for the heavily aspirated 
(p. 346). 
In the perception of Korean stops, the timing of 
voice onset (or aspiration) apparently serves to distin-
guish the heavily aspirated stops from the other stops by 
a considerable lag. This, however, is a necessary but not 
sufficient condition for differentiating the other two 
stops because a slight overlap was found between them (C-W 
Kim, 1965; Han and Weitzman, 1970). 
Another primary feature to differentiate Korean stops 
is intensity (C-W Kim uses the term "tensity"). The 
Korean stops /p' t' k'/ have a much stronger air-pressure 
during the occlusion than the Korean stops /p t k/. Thus, 
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Korean /p t k/ are opposed against both /p' t' k'/ and 
/ph th kh/, not in voicing, but in intensity, explaining 
the fact that the intensity feature in Korean stops is in-
dependent of voicing and aspiration (pp. 356-357). 2 Hence 
intensity plays a significant role in differentiating 
fortis /p' t' k'/ from lenis /p t k/. On the other hand, 
the intensity in English usually coincides with aspiration 
and voicing; aspiration produces high intensity and, as 
already mentioned, English /p t k/ are regarded as fortis 
and /b d g/ as lenis. 
In summary, Korean /ph th kh/ in its main character 
is tense (fortis) and heavily aspirated; /p t k/ is sligh-
tly aspirated and lenis (weak); and /p' t' k'/ is called 
unaspirated and glottalized fortis 
Korean stops are voiceless. 
(tense, strong). All 
The proposed problem of the replacement of English 
/p t k/ with Korean /ph th kh/, not with Korean/p t k/, is 
explained by the following facts. 
First, the Korean speaker's attempt to substitute the 
closest sound catches unconsciously the fact that aspira-
tion serves to differentiate voiceless stops from voiced 
stops in syllable initial English words as a main force. 
This is not difficult to Korean speakers because aspira-
tion is a distinctive feature of Korean phonemes. 
Secondly, in the intensity feature Korean lenis stops 
/p t k/ correspond not to English fortis /p t k/ but to 
lenis /b d g/. So it is rather natural that Korean speak-
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ers substitute Korean /ph tn kh/ for English /p t k/ and 
Korean /p t k/ for English /b d g/. 
Another problem is the translation of English /p t k/ 
after /s/. Let us look at the loan words. 








p --? ph 
" 
English stops /p t k/ after /s/, which are unaspirated, 
are translated into /ph th kh/ in Korean loan words. In 
fact, they are different from the Korean heavily aspirated 
stops but closer to the unaspirated stops in the aspect of 
aspiration. Already mentioned is that Korean /p' t' k'/ 
are unaspirated and strong; in English, while stops after 
/s/ are tense, they are not aspirated in words with a 
stressed syllable (Hoard, 1971, p. 136) . In the com-
parison of VOT, /p/ after /s/ is the closest to /p'/ and 
the farthest from /ph/ when English and Korean stops are 
arranged in a continuum (Lee et al. 1984, p. 43). If the 
borrowing of the example words followed the rule of the 
closest sound substitution, these sounds should be sub-
stituted for by the unaspirated tense stops /p' t' k'/. 
The reason their phonetic aspects are not reflected 
in borrowing may be that Korean speakers do not catch the 
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difference of the stops after /s/ because of their re-
striction in distribution, or that since all English 
voiceless stops, aspirated and unaspirated, are spelled 
the same, being contrasted with voiced stops, Korean 
speakers psychologically divide English stops into just 
two contrasted ones, ignoring the difference after /s/. 
We can not ignore the influence of spelling because 
many words are borrowed from written English. Sometimes 
the difference can appear between a loan word borrowed 
from the written form and one from the spoken form of the 
same word. "Spelling pronunciations may be suspected 
wherever the reproduction varies from normal in the direc-
tion of a pronunciation traditionally given to a letter in 
the borrowing language. In any literate community such 
influence is likely to be present in a number of words 
which have been brought to the community in writing" 
(Haugen, p. 223). I conclude that the influence of spell-
ing interferes with the recognition of the difference 
between aspirated stops and unaspirated stops after /s/, 
although aspiration is a distinctive feature in Korean. 
The major characteristic of Korean stops is that all 
of them are voiceless. Acoustically the distinction of 
voiced and voiceless stops is easily determined by refer-
ence to their spectrographic patterns. In a voiced stop 
closure, the formantless segment is traversed by a small 
number of low frequency components. Thus, we can see the 
vibrations produce only small, regularly spaced lines near 
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the base line, the so-called "voice bar (Ladefoged, p. 
178)." On the other hand, the closure interval for the 
voiceless stops is blank. The spectrogram of all Korean 
stops shows the blank interval and no voice bar although 
the heavily aspirated stop, shows a greater dis-
tribution of energy (for the spectrogram, see c-w Kim, 
1965, p. 348). 
In Korean, voiced stops /b d g/ exist only as allo-
phones of voiceless stops /p t k/. It is a well known 
fact that Korean stops /p t k/ are transformed into voiced 
stops /b d g/ between voiced sounds. For example, 
( 5) /pupu/ [pubu] husband and wife 
/kito/ [kido] a prayer 
/koki/ [kogi] fish 
/pap+i/ [pabi] boiled rice + s.m. 
(6) The Voicing Rule: 
Lr~!~~!~cate 1J --~ -continuant [+voice]/[+voice] ____ [+voice] 
As might be expected, the same phenomenon appears in 
loan words, as follows: 
( 7 ) English Loan word phoneme change 
four ball phO.Q.Ol b ---? /p/ [b] 
liberal li£.8181 
cup+ s.m. J<hag+i p ---? /p/"'[b] 












g ~ /k/ [g] 
Therefore, the English stops /b d g/ and even /p t k/ 
which happen to be between voiced sounds must be trans-
lated into voiced sounds in actual Korean pronunciation, 
although they are transcribed as voiceless stops 
in loan words. 
/p t k/ 
In summary, in borrowing, the substitutions of Korean 
/ph th kh/ and /p t k/ for English /p t k/ and /b d g/, 
respectively occur. This means that among the English 
phonetic qualities, distinctive features in Korean (i.e., 
aspiration, intensity), even though they are not distinc-
tive in English, influence the manner in which English 
phonemes are replaced by the closest sounds in Korean. 
That is to say, Korean speakers watch foreign words from 
their perspective, reinterprete them according to the 
distinctive features of Korean. The exact replacement 
(i.e., /b d g/), which is possible in allophonic distribu-
tion of Korean, will depend on the context, 
triggers the phonological rules of Korean. 
3.2. Affricates 
whether it 
The borrowing process of affricates is basically the 
same as that of the stops. English has /c, j/ as phonemes 
and Korean has /ch, c', c/ 4 , all voiceless. I will call 
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(heavily) aspirated affricate, /c/ lenis, and 
/c'/ fortis. 




jumper _£ampa/c~mph8 j --.,? c 
jacket cakhes 
jungle .£~l)k:i:l 
jam sem j --'? c' 
jeep(+ car) sip(+cha) j --'? c' 
The examples of (8) show that English /c/ has been trans-
lated as /ch/ in loan words and /j/ as Korean /c/ or some-
times /c'/. As with stop substitutions, it is possible to 
assume that aspiration and intensity play a main role in 
affricate substitutions, too. 
As an allophone, Korean lenis affricate /c/ becomes 
the voiced affricate /j/ between voiced sounds, such as 
ap3ci [ab3j_i] 'father', kaci [kaj_i] 'eggplant' and cacagka 
[caj_a9ga] 'cradle song'. 
reformulated as following: 
(9) The Voicing Rule: 
So the rule of (6) should be 
[
+ 1 en is J --~ [+voice] I [+voice] ___ _ 
-continuant 
[+voice] 
Voicing in intervocalic position is found in loan words so 
that the voiced affricate located by accident between 
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voiced sounds in loan words appears as the voiced sound 
and in other places turns into the lenis affricate. 
( 1 0 ) English Loan word phoneme change 
pajamas pha_£ama j ---? c [ j ] 
schedule s:ikhe_£ul j ---? c ( j ] 
eng in encin j ----+ c ( j ] 
zigzag cik:ic8k:i z ----+ c [ j ] 
In summary, there is a correspondence between English 
lei and Korean /ch/, and between /j/ and /c/ in the pho-
neme change of loan words. And the /c/ between the voiced 
sounds is voiced through as /j/ in the actual pronuncia-
tion of Korean speakers. 
3.3. Fricatives 
Among the English fricatives, /f, V, 8, ~. Z, z/ do 
not exist in the Korean phoneme inventory. Being absorbed 
during Korean lexical borrowing, these phonemes lose their 
original sounds and go through under-differentiation. 
Without exception, Korean speakers change qualities of 
non-existent phonemes in loan words unless they try to 
concentrate hard on those phonemes. Even in their attempt 
to speak English, most Korean learners have problems in 
mastering those sounds (see Chu & Park, 1979; Robson, 
1979). The examples below show the phoneme substitutions 
which occur in loan words in Korean. 















































" ~ lhl 
v ~ lp/ 
8 ~ Is/ 
It/ 
~ ~ /tl 
z ~ lcl 
" 
" [ j ] 
z ~ lei 
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Loan words which include 1~1 or /z/ are rarely found in 
Korean, but it is not difficult to assume a probable 
substitute for them by observing English words used by 
Korean students. The substitution for the non-existent 
English phonemes shows somewhat regular patterns, usually 
coinciding with the principle of the closest phoneme 
substitution according to place and manner of articula-
tion: 
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(sometimes, /h/) 5 
v -l> /p/ 
8 ~ /s/ or /t/ 
~~It/ 
z ~ /c/ 
z ~ /c/ 
We can see the correspondence between English voiceless 
sounds and Korean aspirated sounds, and between English 
voiced sounds and Korean lenis sounds except /8/, where 
the Korean fricative has no aspirated counterpart for /s/. 
For the phenomenon that /8/ does not settle completely as 
/s/, which seems to be the closest, it appears more real-
istic to say that a language adopts the sound that is 
'felt' to be closest to the prototype (Hyman, 1970, p. 
11). This means that Korean speakers perceive sometimes 
~ 
Is/ is the closest to /8/ and sometimes It/. 
Except for the above non-existent phonemes, English 
has fricatives /s, s, h/ and Korean has voiceless lenis 
fricative /s/, the fortis /s'/ and the glottal /h/. By 
the comparison of fricative phonemes in the two languages 
and by the non-existence of /sh/, the expected substitute 
for /s/ might be Korean /s/. 
Observe the phoneme substitution for /s/: 
( 1 2 ) English Loan word Phoneme change 




best seller pe~ith:i sella 
b. center ~entha (L--) ~ .. r s • J 
service ~8pis:i (L --) " 
sun glass ~ank:i:las:i:(L--) 
bus pa~i 
saloon Lalol) (s'allo~) 
Although the words of (12-b) are usually written with Is/, 
especially in formal writing, their actual pronunciations 
by Korean speakers are ls'l in many cases. 8 
The palatal fricative 1§1 appears in the allophonic 
distribution of Is/. 
(13) a. socu [soju] 'spirits' 
su [su] 'embroidery' 
salary [sara~] 'love' 
s€ [se] 'bird' 
swesin [swesin] 'innovation' 
s8li [sari] 'frost'; s0 [s0] 'iron' 
b. swipta [sypt'a] '(be) easy' 
swi [sqi:] 'readily' 
c. sil [sil] 'thread' sin [sin] 'shoes' 
d. kasyayo [kasyayo] 'go, please' 
The example (13) shows that [§] appears before [y], [qi], 
[ i], and ( y] (13 b-d), although a word beginning with 
[syV] is not found in Korean native words (13-d). 
following rule (14) will function to predict [s]. 
(14) The Fricative Palatalization Process 
Is/ 
(Is'!) 
[ s] I 
([s'J) 
_ [-c~~~~~~nt l 7 
+high J 
(lsi is palatalized before [y), [qi], Iii and /yl.) 
The 
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The interesting s-palatalization process is found in 




























s ~ s 
§ ~ s[s] 
" ~ s[s] 
s ~ s[s] 
For /s/ to be [s] in loan words, the following vowels 
are realized as semivowels or y 8 (i.e., 15-b) instead of 
monophthongs ( i . e. , 15-a). While there is no native 
Korean word which has /s/ + /y/ in the first syllable of a 
word, the loan words beginning /s/ +/y/ tend to be estab-
lished. This phenomenon may evidence the two facts that 
in the initial establishment of the loan words the closest 
sounds tend to be substituted and that Korean speakers 
apply unconsciously their knowledge about the allophonic 
distribution of Korean [s, s]. In 15-c, we can see the 
s-palatalization is over-applied to English /s/, though 
[suph- ] and syuph- [syuph- ] appear alternately in 
investigation. 9 
It goes without saying that the substitute for Eng-
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lish /h/ is the same phoneme /h/ which exists in Korean. 
Loan words such as hol 'hall', 
'hormone' show this substitution. 
In summary, each non-existent English phoneme in 
Korean /f, v, 8, 1. z, z/ is replaced by the phoneme that 
Korean speakers perceive to be the closest. English /s/ 
is substituted by Korean /s/. And for /s/ to be [ s] in 
loan words, vowels after /s/ tend to be [y] or diphthong-
ized with [y]. 
That is, Korean speakers perceive vowels as diph-
thongs because of the palatalization of the preceding 
consonant. But after being lexicalized, every underlying 
/s/ is palatalized so long as the environments conform to 
the rule. Thus, in the surface representation, it may be 
realized as different from English, i.e., taxi /t~ksi/ > 
3.4. Nasals 
Because both English and Korean have the same nasal 
phonemes the relationship of nasal exchanges in loan words 
is very regular and predictable. 
( 16 ) English Loan word Phoneme change 
a. member J!!.eE!.pa m -'i> m 
music E!.YUCik 
model motel 









timing thaimi.g. " 
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As might be expected, there are exchanges between the same 
phonemes. 
In Korean vocabulary, /n/ is somewhat restricted in 
its distribution; Huh states that it is omitted before /1, 
y/ and in the initial place of a word. This phenomenon is 
revealed in many Sino-Korean which was borrowed long ago 
such as the words below: 
( 1 7) nyaca > yaca 'woman'; namrrya 'man and woman' 
nikmya~ > ikmyaq 'anonymity' 
nyoto > yoto 'urethra' ( p 0 268) 
This deletion process will be summarized as the following 
rule: 
( 18 ) The n-Deletion Rule 
In/ -----> 0 I # { i ' y} 
The n-deletion process, however, is not found in the 
English loan words shown in the examples of (16-b). 
In summary, the phoneme substitutions for /m n ~/ are 
very regular, exchanging the same phonemes. The n-dele-
tion process which applied to Sino-Korean is hardly found 
in the new English borrowings. 
3.5. Liquids 
English has /1, r/ as liquids in its phoneme inven-
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tory,~ 0 whereas Korean has Ill as a phoneme and [r] as its 
allophone.~~ It is a well known fact that Korean Ill 
becomes [r] in intervocallic position. 
( 19) a. sal [sal] 'flesh'; tal [tal] 'moon' 
b. salku [salgu] 'apricot'; kalt€ [kalt'€] 'reed' 
sanullim [sanullim] 'echo'; kulle [kulle] 'bridle 
c. uli [uri] 'we'; salam [saram] 'man' 
By the observation of the words in (19), we can see [r] 
occurs only in intervocalic position, as in the following 
voicing rule: 
(20) The Liquid Voicing Rule 
Ill [r] I [-cons] [-cons]~ 2 
This phonological rule applies apparently to the loan 
words when they are used as native ones in contexts like 
the following : 
( 21 ) English Loan word phoneme change 
a. air line e8lain l ~ l [ r] 
head light het:ilaith± 
drive t±laip± r __..,. 
pro(gram) philo 
drama tilama 




After English Ill and lrl are lexicalized as 111 in loan 
words, rule ( 2 0) applied in (21-a) but not in (21-b). 
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Another important fact to be noted is that [1] is 
able to occur between vowels with the condition of being 
geminated. In other words, when Ill is geminated with 
another Ill, they are realized as [1] (or [11]) as in (19-
b) . Otherwise, Ill alone becomes [r]. Observe how this 
phonological aspect is realized in the loan words: 
( 2 2 ) English Loan word Phoneme change 
a. nylon nailo~ 1 ____,. [ r] 
nylon naillon n ____,. [ 1 ] 
club kh:i:l3p ____,. [ r] 
club kh:tgap n ~ [ 1 ] 
b. (coca) cola kho.Ua n ____,. [ 1 ] 
dollar ta.Ua 
Although there are some exceptions, [1] between vowels in 
English is usually borrowed as the geminated Ill, thereby 
realizing [1] like the original sound. The words which 
have two forms in (22-a) can be explained by the differ-
ence of the time of borrowing or accidental alternation; 
we can assume the latter type (the geminated) of the word 
was borrowed late (i.e., reborrowing of the former type) 
because the recently borrowed words have a tendency to 
take the geminated form for [1]. Actually nail£g was bor-
rowed through the Japanese language (Pae, 1970). 
Finally, an untreated but important discussion is 
related to aphaeresis because the native Korean language 
has no words which begin with Ill. Chinese words borrowed 
went through the 1-deletion process. 
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( 2 3 ) lakwan > .!lakwan 'paradise' cf. khSlak 'pleasure' 
loin >.!loin 'old man' cf. pulo 'elders' 
liyu > .!liyu > iyu 'reason' 
lye±y > .!lYe±y > ye±y 'courtesy' (Huh, p. 268) 
The liquid /1/ was altered into /n/ only when it appeared 
in word initial position, and again /n/ before [i] or [y] 
was deleted completely. 
rule is formulated: 
According to (23), the 1-deletion 
( 2 4 ) The 1-Deletion Rule 
Ill In/ I # 
Huh states that this process (and n-deletion also) is a 
obligatory and universal condition in Korean (p.268). 
However, according to the indications of several scholars 
such as Lee et al. and Pae (1976), this process is weak-
ening in the new loan words as shown in the written forms 
of lomSns± 'romance', loyalthi 'royalty', lekhot± 'record' 
and losyon 'lotion' The application of rule (24) 
appears to be optional to the newly borrowed words so that 
losyon is pronounced as [losyon] or [nosyon]. Which form 
is used depends on the degree of the nativization of the 
loan word and the speaker's intimacy with the foreign 
language. The weakening of the /1/ alternation process, 
with the /n/ deletion process, in word initial is a kind 
of change that takes place in the recipient language as a 
consequence of the introduction of numerous 
fully or partly unassimilated phonic form. 
loans in a 
In the long 
run, it is possible to expect the establishment of Ill in 
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word initial position due 
beginning with Ill. 
to borrowing of a lot of words 
There is no research. as far as I know, about whether 
the word initial Ill is realized as in Korean 
speakers' pronunciation. [ 1 ] rather 
[1] or [r) 
than [r] seems to 
appear more frequently according to my observation. 
To summarize, English Ill and lr/ are phonemicized as 
Ill in the process of borrowing and then the Ill is real-
ized [r] or [ l ] in or out of accordance with the liquid 
voicing rule (20). But by geminating /1/ in loan words 
the /1/ in English keeps its phonetic value and avoids 
the rule application. The Ill to lnl alternation process 
which applied obligatorily to Sino-Korean is losing its 
influence on the new English loan words. 
3.6. Fortition and Palatalization 
In this section, I would like to discuss the phoneme 
change problems across one phoneme category dealt with in 
the above sections. 
Until now, I have not discussed the cases when Eng-
lish voiced obstruents become Korean fortis obstruents in 
loan words. 
fortis forms 
Some words have been established as the 
instead of the lenis counterparts, such as 
k'asi, k'3m, t'alla, p'8s+, 
1975) 
s'alon, c~pc~~. in actual 
pronunciation (Nam, although they appear alterna-
tively with lenis forms (more often) in written materials. 
c-w Kim explains that the reason Korean loan words 
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from English beginning with /b d g/ are transcribed in the 
Korean orthography with the equivalent of /p' t' k'/ might 
be that initial and final /b d g/ in English are partially 
devoiced (1965, p. 344). 
However, the situation is a little changed. These 
days the lenis forms /p t k c/ rather than fortis /p' t' 
k' c'/ generally tend to be used in the Korean orthog-
raphy. Thus, many loan words transcribed as the lenis 
forms (except those familiar words which were borrowed 
long ago) are assumed to be pronounced as the lenis such 
as dilai < dryer, pica < visa, pitho < veto, kal sikhus < 
girl scout and so on. In general the fortis pronunciation 
is shown on the loan words borrowed long ago. 
From this perspective, Kim's explanation does not 
seem to be appropriate to many loan words, especially new 
words coming into Korean. I think that English /b d g j/ 
are accepted generally as the Korean lenis /p t k c/ 
rather than /p' t' k' c'/, and among them some initial 
lenis obstruents develop alternate, tense forms; I name 
this a kind of fortition process. 
The other problem that occurs across a phoneme bound-
ary is a palatalization process. Palatalization in dental 
consonants is a general phenomenon in Korean: 
n ~ ii, 1 ~I, s ~ s, and t -» c before /i, y/ (C-W 
Kim, 1968, 1972; Kim-Renaud, 1986, pp. 91-102; Lee et al. 
1984). 13 Among them, the palatalization of /th, t/ to 
/ch, c/ is outstanding because this is a noticeable change 
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between two phonemes, compared with the others which have 
allophonic changes within a phoneme and thus are not 
noticed by Korean speakers. Therefore, I will concentrate 
on the t-palatalization process in loan words. 
t-palatalization, 
occurs before /i, y/, 
other cases: 
shown in Korean native words, 
but the following examples reveal 
( 2 5 ) a. path-i [pachi) 'field + s.m. t 
soth-i [sochi) '(iron) pot + s.m. t 
b. kut-i [kuji] 'firmly (derivation)' 
hetoti [h8doji] 'sunrise ( " ) t 
c. 8ti [adiJ 'where' 
nithinamu [nithinamu] 'zelkova' 
canti [candi] 'grass' 
Palatalization applies only to the words in (a) and (b) ' 
but not in (c) . For the (25-c) examples which do not 
undergo the palatalization process in the same environ-
ment, Kang (1984) reasons that they had different underly-
ing shapes, such as 8tiy, cantiy, and nithiynamu when the 
palatalization occurred around the eighteenth century 
(p.221). To explain this, Kim-Renaud limits t-palatali-
zation only across a morpheme boundary (1986, p.93), as 
shown in the above examples. According to her, "by the 
end of the eighteenth century, in Seoul dialect at least 
all dentals seem to have assimilated to the following i or 
y regardless of the presence or absence of the morpheme 
boundary within a phrase .... The end result obviously was 
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no dental stop before i or y in the underlying represen-
tation of any morpheme and only the stem final dentals 
could undergo palatalization (p. 96) • II The morpheme 
internal 1iY sequence, which was not palatalized, appears 
as !i due to the sequence iY merging with i. 
The problem is whether the diahcronic process t-
palatalization occurs on loan words at present. c-w Kim 
indicates palatalization on loan words such as tube [cu: 
b:i], radio [najio], tulip (chu:rip:i] (1972, p. 158). On 
the other hand, Pae (1975) points out that the word racio 
was borrowed through Japanese so that we cannot explain 
palatalization with it. 
However, t-palatalization is found in the words 
borrowed directly from English, as follows: 
(26) nikhochin/nikhothin < nicotine 
khanchuli 14 kh:ill8p < country club 
amachua < amateur 
kh:ilis:imas:i chuli < Christmas tree 
The above words are used very often in Korean every day 
life. Therefore, I assume that t-palatalization occurs 
optionally even within a morpheme in the case of loan 
words and its application is higher in the frequently used 
colloquial forms. 
NOTES 
1. VOT (Voice Onset Time) is defined as "the moment at 
which the voicing starts relative to the release of a 
closure" and it is a good measure combining aspiration and 
voicing (Ladefoged, p.130). A voiceless stop is one in 
which voicing follows the stop release (voicing lag) and a 
voiced stop is one in which voicing precedes the stop 
release. 
2. Han and Weitzman explain that the order of the 
intensity is strong /p 1 t 1 k 1 /, aspirated /ph th kh/ and 
weak /p t k/ (p. 114) and that the significant cue in 
distinguishing weak stops from strong stops is the quality 
of voice onset, namely the onset value of the fundamental 
frequency and intensity build-up (p. 126). 
3. The examples in (7) that English /p/ (or, /t/, /k/) 
becomes Korean /p/ (or, /t/, /k/) seem to be counter-
examples to the above explanation that English /p t k/ 
become Korean /ph th kh/. However, it should be noted 
that these phenomena occur only in syllable final posi-
tion. This will be treated in Chapter 5. 
4 . F o r c o n v e n i e n c e , i n s t e ad o f I tJ d 3 I an d I tj h t J 1 t 5 I 
I will use /c j/ and /ch c' c/. 
5. The substitution of /h/ for /f/ is not found fre-
quently; the same word, except with /ph/ instead of /h/, 
co-occurs as phyuc:i: 1 fuse 1 • My investigation of 6__Dic-
tionary of Loanwords in Korean tells that many of the 
loans which substitute /h/ for /f/ were borrowed through 
Japanese. 
6. When Korean speakers listen carefully to English 
/s/, it is closer to Korean /s 1 / than simple /s/ in most 
cases. The correspondence between English /s/ and Korean 
/s/, not /s'/, in loan words seems to be affected by the 
spelling system and a tendency to avoid writing /s'/. 
There is no data about whether the loan words includ-
ing /s/ are realized [s] or [s'] in actual pronunciation 
as far as I know. For the analysis, I use Pae 1 s diction-
ary, which uses /s 1 I when pronounced as [ s 1 ], and my own 
observation. The general tendency is that /s/ in word 
initial becomes /s'/ except before /±/, and /s/+/i/ in 
word final syllable are always realized as [s 1 :i:]. 
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The tendency to be fortis is less apparent in the [s] 
sound of loan words (except the case of ~ 'show') in 
that most /s/'s before /y/ or /y/ don't change into /s'/. 
There are some loans which are pronounced as fs'] before 
Iii in spite of the written form /s/: sinema 'cinema', 
s i !Jk :i: 1 ' s i n g 1 e ' , s i n ' s c e n e ' and §._:_j_l , a 1 1 p r o n o u n c e d a s 
[s'], exactly [s']. According to Huh, the palatalization 
process happens in /s'/, too. 
7. Huh divides Korean allophones of /s/ into three: 
[s], [s] and [~], such as sypta [s], sil [~], salam [s] 
([s] before {y, qi}, [~]before {i, y} and otherwise [s]) 
(p. 41, 160). However, since the actual phonetic dif-
ference between [s] and [~] is not enough to differentiate 
each other clearly and since [~] does not exist in Eng-
lish, I will not divide them. 
8. Despite the fact that according to rule (14) [i] 
itself plays a role in changing [s] to [§], only [y] and 
[y], not [i], are used in loan words. This may be ex-
plained by the above statement, namely the exact [s] is 
realized before [y], which is quite close to [i], but in 
the case of [y] the way to be the closest to [§] is to be 
[If]. 
9. C-W Kim states that in Korean, [y] generally does 
not occur after a palatal consonant ( c ch c' §) ( 1968, p. 
520). This does not seem to be applied to [s] because 
examples of [y] after [§] are abundant in loan words. 
10. English is usually said to have 
a p p r o x i m ant s . Howe v e r , i n K o r e an I w , y I 
compose the diphthongs as semi-vowels 
include them in Chapter 4 "vowels". 
/1, w, r, y/ as 
function only to 
(glides): I will 
11. The palatalization process occurs here in liquids 
(and in nasals, optionally in word initial, too). Before 
/i/ or /y/, the geminated /1/ is articulated with the 
front of the tongue approaching or touching the hard 
palate rather than the alveolar ridge, and is realized as 
[I]. In order to be brief, I will not discuss this phe-
nomenon in liquids and nasals. 
12. Like #10, [-cons] (-consonantal, or 'vowel') here 
includes semi-vowels, for example, chilyo 'medical treat-
ment' is realized as (chiryo]. 
13. Each author's approach varies slightly. 
14. /y/ is deleted after palatal affricate consonants, 
as we can see the alternative forms amathyua, thyup:i:. 
CHAPTER IV 
VOWEL CHANGES IN LOAN WORDS 
The substitution phenomenon of English vowels in the 
process of nativization appears more complex than that of 
consonants. A variety of pronunciations are shown between 
speakers for vowels of a loan word and even the same 
speaker employs different vowels on different occasions 
for the same word. Since the lexicalized forms found in 
newspapers or articles are not settled, it is difficult to 
represent a regular pattern of vowel harrowing. 
In this chapter, I will observe several substitutions 
and summarize them. Then, some plausible explanations for 
vowel changes will be proposed, but it should be remem-
bered that they do not cover all the cases of loan words. 
4.1. The Vowel Phonemic Systems of 
English and Korean 
The basic English vowel system to which I refer is 
illustrated in figure 3. Because English is a stress-
timed language, the unstressed vowels are weakened to [a) 
or [I] in a sentence when a native speaker of English 
speaks naturally. Thus, the value of a vowel is supposed 
to change in a context or a sentence. In borrowing, 
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we we wa wa w i ( [ q i] ) 
ye ye ya ya yu yo ±y 
back 
a 





however. each word separated from context becomes the 
target of borrowing and lexicalization in a target Ian-
guage. Therefore, a separate word form is assumed the 
prototype of a loan word. 
In the Korean vowel system, there are some disagree-
ments between scholars about the establishment of the 
basic vowels of Korean. For the analysis of vowel sub-
stitution, I will basically set up 10 monophthongs~ and 12 
diphthongs formed by 2 glides (see figure 4). 
English has the diphthongs [ai], [aU], [ .JI]. etc; 
these vowel combinations are actually glides. English 
diphthongs are not two vowels as much as they are glides 
from one sound to another (Bronstein, p. 187). On the 
other hand, Korean diphthongs always consist of the glides 
/w, y I p 1 us a vowe 1 . The glides in Korean are restricted 
in their distribution only as on-glides except [±y], 
functioning as "some sort of subsegmental elements of 
vowels" such as (+palatal] and [+rounded] 
pp.516-517). 
4.2. Vowel Substitutions 
(C-W Kim, 1968, 
Every word for the analysis of vowel substitution is 
checked through the dictionary 2 in order to exclude the 
influence of the vowel system of Japanese, which has only 









cookie khukhi iY _,. i 
video pit.to/pit_io ~ e/i 
image _imici I ~ i 
camping kh€mp_iq ~ 
ticket thikhes ~ e 
message mes~ci/mes_ici _, I! I • / l 
ship swip[syp] ~ y 
play phill!U._ eY __..,. ei 
container khontheina _, 
range lenci __..,... e 
label l~pel ~ a 
energy .tn8ci € ~ e 
duet tyu.ts _, 
hand bag h€ntip€k c:e -+ € 
campus kh.§.mphasi -:> 
Santa Claus santha kh:ilos:i ~ a 
shampoo Sllmphu ~ ya 
b. campus J<h€mph~s:i 8 _, a 
color J<hall.e./kh8ll~ _, a/8 
cracker kh:il€kh~ __,. a 
collection kh_Q,lleksyan __..,... 0 
camera kham~r~ __,. e/a 
pop music ph~pmyucik a __..,... a 
collar khalla __,. 
boxer P.Q.ksa __..,.. 0 
boycott poikh.Q.S -----0> 0 
c. pool ph];!l uw ~ u 
cJ9 
group k :i:l_!!p uw -? u 
~ew York nY_!!yok ( y) u _..,.. ( y ) u 
football ph_!!spol u _..,.. u 
book P_!!k -? 
bravo pulap_Q(brand) ow _..,.. 0 
boat PQth:i ~ 
pose poc:i: -? 
tunnel thanal (\ _..,.. 8 
color kh§.ll a/kh~) 18 _..,.. a/8 
bust P.§.S:ith:i ~ a 
boy poi ...> ~ 0 
sausage s_2.seci ~ 
The change made in the borrowing process is listed in the 
right most column. And it may be illustrated as: 
( 2 ) The vowel change diagram"' 
As the illustration shows, the closest sound sub-
stitution principle does not always control the vowel 
movement. So each vowel usually has other forms in addi-
tion to the assumed closest vowel (the first in each list 
being the most usual). 
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One characteristic shown is that English /iY/ and /I/ 
(also, /uw/ and /U/) are combined into Korean /i/ (/u/) in 
many words, thereby losing their diphthongal quality. 
English /iY, eY, uw, ow/ are usually described as 
long tense vowels. In American English, they are commonly 
made as diphthongs, especially noticeable when the sound 
is stressed and prolonged (Bronstein, 1960). On the other 
hand, it is well known that vowel length in Korean is a 
distinctive feature: ..l2.lU!!. [pam] 'night', .Q..ill!!. [pa:m] 'chest-
nut'; ~ [nun] 'eyes', .!!..illl [nu:n] 'snow'; mal [mal] 
'horse', mal [rna: 1] 'language'. 4 However, the difference 
of vowel length is not indicated in Korean typography. In 
the same way, borrowed /iY/ and /I/ are lexicalized as the 
same phoneme, i.e., [i]. even if a Korean speaker noticed 
the difference in the aspect of length. Sometimes, vowel 
length is indicated by repeating the phoneme /i/, /u/, or 
!o/ in loan words but those words are usually rejected by 
speakers due to inconvenience; for example, the loan word 
nyuuyookhi, in which the length is indicated by u and Q. 
is not used any more, being replaced by nyuyok. 
While the diphthongal quality of /ow/ is not reflec-
ted in loan words, that of /eY/ is realized by two vowels, 
such as /ei/. The fact to keep in mind is that the 
sequence /ei/ is not a diphthong in Korean; it is a 
combination of 2 pure vowels. In other words, the lexi-
calized /ei/ forms 2 syllabics, not glides, with each 
vowel being a syllable. In the same manner, all English 
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diphthongs are settled in the nativization process as the 
below examples. 
(3) n~thi g~m < night game; phai < pie 
ph~nti < pound; 
p£1 < boy; cQinth± < joint 
Secondly, English back vowels in ( 1- c) show some 
regular changes but middle vowels, especially /8/, turn 
into a variety of vowels in Korean. There are general 
correspondences between English /eY/ and Korean lei/, /8/ 
and /e/, and /~/ and /8/ in the front vowel changes (1-
a); each English vowel is raised a little in Korean. But 
raising does not explain the change /~/-->/a/. Although 
it is difficult to find an internal consistency in the 
vowel changing pattern, speakers try to impose one to one 
correspondence between the English vowel system and the 
Korean vowel system. 
One possible explanation for this complexity of the 
vowel change may come from the innate quality of the vowel 
itself. 
Ladefoged explains the problem of describing vowels 
(pp. 72-75). Because there are no distinct boundaries 
between one type of vowel and another, even the terms we 
are using for vowel qualities are not absolute descrip-
tions of the position of the body of the tongue. They are 
simply indicators of the way one vowel sounds relative to 
another. When we think of this in respect of the transi-
tion from one language to another, it is not difficult to 
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understand the difficulty of finding an identical vowel in 
another language. A continuum that a vowel sound forms in 
the SL certainly does not coincide with that of a similar 
vowel in the TL; for example, Korean /8/ is described as 
closer to /11./ (H-8 Lee, 1979, p. 44). A vowel may extend 
between two or more vowels or may be halfway between the 
two. 
Also, orthographic influence cannot be excluded. One 
who cannot trust one's ears may depend on the eyes. This 
tendency is found in words such as chamela, piteo, thikhes 
etc; each vowel (e.g., /a/) is phonemicized by regarding 
each spelling (e.g., i!. ) as a phonetic symbol. 
Finally, another explanation depends on the morpheme 
structure condition of Korean. When a loan word is com-
pletely koreanized, its vowel also changes similarly in 
accordance with the structure of native words. 
According to Yu (1984), Korean has a characteristic 
ending in structure for each part of speech. Because 
loans usually are nouns, he presents the statistics for 
the native noun endings: 
i > 6 > u > e >a> o >II.> 8: > m .... 
1<-- most frequent ending 
In general, then, Korean speakers have a tendency to use 
the word which coincides with a more frequent form: for 
instance, tilamo > tilama; 
This may also be true of unstable words, which have 
two forms like khollol khalla; we can assume that the 
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latter will be preferred and settled according to the 
general noun ending and that it is the more koreanized and 
assimilated one. The structure of the morpheme ending 
plays a part in changing the noun ending. 
However, there is a question as to the strength of 
this tendency. Even though the ending /8/ in Korean makes 
the word look like an adverb, this morpheme structure is 
being accepted in Korean. Furthermore, there have been a 
lot of loans (and Sino-Korean words) which take /8/ or /±/ 
in word endings, such as philotyusa, t8nsa, ~as± etc. 
Thus, it is not impossible to assume that /8/ and /±/ are 
finally accepted as the noun ending in Korean. 
4.3. The Epenthetic Vowels 
An important vowel remaining is/±/, the epenthetic 
vowel. 
vowels. 
Here I will treat only the kinds of epenthetic 
In addition to /±/, epenthetic vowels found in loans 
are /i/ and /u/ when the syllable structure of English 
does not fit into that of Korean. 
( 4 ) a. 
b. imic.!. < image 
i~killis.!. < English 
c. p~lapo (brand) < bravo ; p~lausi < blouse 
p~leikhi/ Pileikhi < brake 
p~llucin < blue jean ; syaph~/ syaphi < sharp 
The kind of the vowel inserted depends on the preced-
ing consonant: 
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/i/ is generally used except after palatal 
affricates and fricatives such as [c, ch, j, §] and /u/ is 
used after bilabials. In fact, since /u/ and Iii are 
neutralized into /u/ after bilabials /ph, p, p', m/ in a 
morpheme (Huh, p.217), /u/ can be sorted with /i/. So we 
can observe many loans taking /i/ after bilabials; in the 
Korean speaker's pronunciation, however, they are not 
distinctive. I do not designate this even in narrow 
transcriptions in order to simplify matters. 
When Koreans listen to English, they accept the 
silence between consonants as !:i I. Why are /i/ and /i/ 
chosen? /i/ is regarded as "the least sonorous of all 
vow e 1 s· i n K o r e a n " s o t hat i t i s " e as i 1 y de v o i c e d b e t we e n 
certain consonants, assimilated to the neighboring sounds, 
and deleted when it comes into contact with another vowel 
or between certain consonants (Kim-Renaud, 1986, p. 103). 
Thus, in the situation where nothing appears between 
consonants, Korean speakers 'listen' to /i/ and give 
lexicalization. The appearance of !±! is also observed in 
the connection of a morpheme and an affix of pure Korean 
words where undesirable consonants meet; it is inserted 
for the stable syllable structure (Kang, 1984). 
On the other hand, the use of the epenthetic vowel 
/i/ is understood by the fact that Korean /s/ is palatal-
ized into [s] before Iii; speakers insert /i/ in an at-
tempt to pronounce the palatals [s c j] correctly. 
To summarize, there are irregular renderings of the 
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vowel change because of the relative quality of vowels, of 
the influence of spelling, and of the Korean morpheme 
structure. The vowels are inserted between consonant 
clusters which are not pronounceable and the choice of 
epenthetic vowel is understood by the relationship with 
the Korean phonological system. 
NOTES 
1. Sometimes [~] and [y] are excluded from the list of 
monophthongs. But I think they should be a part of mon-
ophthongs because monophthong [y] and diphthong [ i], 
which is phonemicized as /wi/, are distinguished from each 
other and because, as Huh indicates, there is a tendency 
to monophthongize today. Their distribution will be 
analyzed as: 
/w/ ---> [4] I i 
[qi] ---> [y] I C. short V 
(e.g.) /wih8m/ [qiham] 'danger', /cwi/ [cy] 'mouse', 
/swi/ [sqi:] 'Hush', /swi/ [sy] 'eggs of a fly' 
based on the data given by Huh. 
I will use [±] instead of [w], the unrounded high back 
vowel, for typographical convenience. 
2. Pae's dictionary (1970) is used to check the source 
language (English) of the words I collected. 
3. In the diagram, I omit [ya) and [y) because their 
vowel changes are affected by the consonant sounds for 
palatalization (see section 3.3). Korean phonetic symbols 
are circled. = refers to the most usual substitution. 
4. Several scholars (Huh, Lee et al.) indicated, 
however, that the phonemic feature of vowel length is 
weakening so that young speakers do not recognize the 
difference clearly. This is the reason I do not differen-
tiate Korean [8:] when lengthened, from Korean [ 11.) when 
shortened. Both are phonemicized as /a/ ([a)). 
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CHAPTER V 
SYLLABLE STRUCTURE OF LOAN WORDS 
To this point, I have focused on each phoneme rather 
than on sequences of phonemes. Some changes that loan 
words undergo can never be explained when we focus only on 
each component or phoneme of a loan word. 
In this chapter, I will analyze from a broader view 
the phenomena that take place in the Koreanization process 
of a foreign word; 
related to a word. 
that is, the "syllable" as it is 
Since Korean is a syllable-timed lan-
guage, in which each syllable occurs at regular intervals 
of time, what is the most outstanding change in loan words 
must be the change of the syllable structure. 
5. 1 . Recognition of Syllable 
The significance of the syllable has been recognized 
for a relatively short time. In a physical aspect, the 
syllable was defined in various terms: vocalic sonorJty 
(Jesperson, 1913)' degree of aperture (Saussure. 1916 
[1959]), the movement of chest pulses (Stetson, 1951) and 
so on. As Ladefoged points out, however, none of these 
theories is entirely satisfactory (p.224). 
Recently the significance and reality of the syllable 
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have been approached from a different aspect; the syllable 
as a phonological and operational unit is regarded and 
explained by its segments and boundaries (Pulgram, 1970; 
Hooper, 1972; Vennemann, 1974;Kahn, 1980). 
The validity of the syllable as the basic element of 
a linguistic structure is evidenced by the fact that some 
of children's linguistic stages demand recognition of the 
syllable as a distinct element (Fudge, 1969 p. 264). 
The importance of the syllable is further strength-
ened by evidence from Spanish, German, and other 
languages, that a syllable boundary is necessary to desig-
nate the domain of certain phonological rules (Hooper, p. 
52 5) . By using syllable boundaries, one rule can generate 
the desired output for all cases. For example, two simi-
lar rules which describe the same phenomenon but seem to 
have a little bit different environments (i.e., after a 
consonant and a word boundary) are able to be collapsed by 
using "syllable". Thus, linguistic facts can be explained 
more naturally and generally. 
Vennemann also agrees on this trend but states that 
the proper domain of phonological constraints is the 
syllable in its relation to the word, i. e., the syllable 
together with information about its position in the word 
(p. 355). Loan words must be a good basis for analysis. 
Korean speakers with or without linguistic knowledge 
usually agree on the number of syllables in a word and 
show their recognition in syllable by syllable speech. 
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This psychological reality of the syllable is found in 
borrowing, too. New words coming into Korean always obey 
the Korean syllable structure (KSS). When the syllable 
structure of a word conflicts with that of Korean, native 
speakers intuitively reject or make it conform to the KSS. 
In the next sections, the syllable as a linguistic 
unit will be defined in terms of sequences of segments and 
its boundaries in English and in Korean, respectively. 
5.2. The Syllable Structure of English 
A syllable is usually described as consisting of 
three parts: the nucleus (or peak), the onset and the 
coda. 
( 1 ) syllable 
onset ~ nucleus coda 
I I I 
c v c 
In the syllabic structure (1), the nucleus contains 
the syllabic segment which is the most prominent part of 
the syllable (Fudge, 1969; Sloat et al., 1978). 
In English a vowel alone can compose a syllable. A 
syllabic vowel may have marginal consonants. When two 
vowels occur in succession, they comprise a nucleus, being 
a diphthong in most cases. Otherwise, they become two 
syllables as in Daive /naiYv/. In English certain con-
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sonants (syllabic consonants) occur alone to form a 
syllable; the nasal and the lateral in the words tunnel 
/tAnl/ and button /bAtn/ are syllabics. 
I I 
English can have consonant clusters in both syllable 
initial and final position: 









The above examples show that the maximum number of onsets 
is three and that of codas is four. These onset and coda 
clusters have some restrictions in their distribution. 
For example, in three onset clusters, the first consonant 
must be an~; the second, a voiceless stop (/p t k/); and 
the third, a liquid or a glide such as /l r y w/. Hooper 
(1972) claims a definite hierarchy of segment types suit-
able for beginning syllables: 
(3) obstruents 
liquids and nasals 
glides 
and she assumes the opposite of this hierarchy for the 
hierarchy of syllable final position (pp. 536-7). 
There is no problem in seeing the segments of one-
syllable words. However, when we consider a word which 
contains two or more syllables (i.e., colony, sister) it 
is quite difficult to determine where the consonants 
between two syllabics belong. 
Hjelmslev (1935) has set up the following rule for 
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consonants which could belong to either of t.wo syllables: 
syllable initial or final clusters must not be made up of 
sequences which do not occur as word initial or final 
clusters. So due to the absence of a word beginning with 
nt-, we do not divide ~-ntire, but en-tire. But still we 
in the words have a problem in determining boundaries 
colony and sister because 1. n and ~ are permissible 
initially and finally in English words. 
For the syllabification of adjacent syllables, Hooper 
proposes with the hierarchy (3) that "when two or more of 
the above [ ( 3) ] segment types are contiguous between 
vowels, the $-boundary [syllable boundary] will occur 
first before the obstruent; if there is no obstruent, then 
before the liquid or nasal; finally, in the absence of the 
first two, before the glide. If there are two segments of 
the same type, the $-boundary will usually be between the 
two (p. 
colony 
537)." According to her rule, we can syllabify 
/ka-13-nP' I. And with a language specific late 
rule (p. 535) that in English ~ plus a voiceless stop are 
allowed in the onset, sister is syllabified as /si-sta/. 
The proposal made by Kahn (1980) explains the English 
syllable structure more generally without ad hoc rules. 
In his Rule I, one syllable is associated with each (+ 
syllabic] segment of the input string 
vowels and syllabic consonants). 
(Syllabic refers to 
In Rule II, maximal 
permissible initial clusters are associated, and then 
permissible final clusters are added to each syllabic~ 
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(pp. 39-55). His rules syllabify sister as /si-sta/: Rule 
I assigns two syllable nuclei (S 1 & S2 ) and Rule II asso-
ciates s to S1 and~ to S2, respectively. 
( i . e. , 
In Korean syllable structure, Hooper's suggestion 
does not fit very well. Since no consonant cluster is 
allowed in the Korean onset, the hierarchy of syllable 
initial position should be rearranged or include a late 
rule for Korean which combines the first two steps (obstr-
uents, and liquids and nasals). So I will use Kahn's 
approach because the permissible maximal syllable can be 
composed with language specific characteristics. 
5.3. The Syllable Structure of Korean 
Compared to the English syllable structure, the 
Korean syllable structure (KSS) is rather simple and 
restricted. Although Korean is a phonemic language, each 
syllable is marked by a unit which consists of the onset, 
the nucleus, and the coda in writing conventions. Thus, I 
will postulate underlying syllables according to the forms 
marked off by syllable boundaries in the lexicon. I will 
signal syllable boundaries by a hyphen. 
Korean can compose a syllable by a vowel alone, or by 
a vowel with a consonant onset and/or a consonant coda: 6 
'child', so 'cow',QJ_ 'knife' , .!:1~ 'milk' , 
etc. 
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In English, syllabic consonants can occur in the 
nuclei, but in Korean only a vowel or a diphthong (a glide 
/y, w/ plus a vowel) is allowed in the nucleus 2 • 
In Korean, 
in the onset 3 • 
all consonants except /~/ are permissible 
The possible consonants in the coda are 
limited to [p t k 1 m n 9J. 
( 4 ) suph [sup) forest ny8kh [yak] towards 
sap [sap] shovel t'8k [t'8k] rice-
nath [nat] piece cake 
nat [nat] a grain mal [mal] horse 
nas [nat] sickle mam< ma-±m 
nach [nat] face [mam] mind 
nac [nat] day man [man] only 
nah(ta) [nat] (to)bear; ma9 [ma9] net 
s8s'-ta [s8tt'a) 4 a kind of Korean card game 
Words in (4) show that all kinds of stops, such as lenis, 
aspirated, and fortis in the underlying representation, 
are realized as lenis stops in the codas. Because frica-
tives and affricates are realized as [t], all obstruents 
become neutralized to be lenis (unreleased) stops in the 
coda (coda-obstruent neutralization). But sonorants, 
nasals, and laterals remain unchanged even in syllable 
final position. 
In the underlying representation, Korean has two-
consonant codas although both of them never come out in 
the coda of the surface representation: 





'the first year birthday' 
'chicken' 
[man] '(to be) many' 
[c'al] '(to be) short' 
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One of the two consonants is deleted and only one coda 
appears on the surface levele (termed Consonant Cluster 
Simplification by Kim and Shibatani, 1976). 
In extremely slow speech or syllable-by-syllable 
speech, the syllabification suggested in the underlying 
representation (or lexicon) is kept even in sequences of 
syllables. Thus, we can hear [ ak, 8] < /ak-a/ 'croco-
dile', [ak, su] < /ak-su/ 'handshake'. However, in normal 
speech, some of these syllable boundaries shift, producing 
more natural pronunciation (i.e., [a-ka], [ak-s'u]). 
The following examples show natural pronunciation of 
polysyllable words and words with a suffix or a marker. 
( 6) a. suph+e [su-phe) 'at forest' 
sap+:i:l [sa-b:i:l] 'shovel + o.m. I 
nac-il [na-jil] 'day work' 
naks+i [nak-s'i] 'soul +s.m. I 
b. suph-sok [sup-s'ok] 'in forest' 
nac+kwa [nat-k'wa] 'day and' 
naks+kwa [nak-k'wa] 'soul and' 
c'al-ta [c'al-t'a] 'to be short' 
Before a consonant, in (6-b), the coda consonants are 
neutralized and one of the coda consonant clusters is 
deleted. But before a vowel, these phenomena do not 
occur. 
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This means that within a phonological unit, a word 
or a word and agglutinated suffixes, the coda (or one of 
codas) is reorganized as the onset when the following 
onset is empty. In other words, syllables prefer v-cv to 
VC-V, and the underlying representation as an onset re-
mains intact on the surface. 
Kim and Shibatani (1976) propose a Constituent Syl-
labification Rule according to the grammatical information 
(compound boundaries, phrase boundaries, utterance bound-
aries) and Segment Syllabification Rule (0 ~ $/ 
(C) (G)V) within a constituent. They also claim that the 
Segment Syllabification Rule must follow the syllable 
ending adjustment rules (i.e., coda-obstruent neutraliza-
tion and consonant cluster simplification). The syllable-
ending adjustment rules and the segment syllabification 
rule are applied repeatedly until the desirable syllable 
structure comes out (pp. 93-96). 
Therefore, on the surface, the coda consonant clust-
ers get split into different syllables before a syllable 
without onset, and the consonant between nuclei becomes 
the onset of the next syllable unless a compound boundary 
intervenes 6 • After this resyllabification, phonological 
rules such as the voicing rule or the fortition of an 
obstruent after another obstruent are applied. The fact 
to note is that the resyllabified onsets (within a com-
pound boundary) retain the underlying sound value (i.e., 
aspirated, fricatives etc.) since they do not undergo 
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coda-consonant neutralization and consonant cluster sim-
plification in syllable initial. 
Without referring to syllable boundaries marked off 
by writing conventions, we can compose syllable bound-
aries. I will compose generatively syllable assignment 
rules for underlying syllable boundaries, using maximal 
syllable structure, and following steps to the surface 
representation of a sequence of segments in Korean. 
will mark syllable boundaries produced by the rules with 
$. 
(7) Syllable Assignment and Phonological Rules 
I. Underlying syllable boundary assignment: 
1) Assign one syllable with each [+syllabic] 
segment (always, vowel) of each phonological 
unit of the input string. 
2) Associate maximal permissible initial segments 
with the adjacent syllable: ((C) (G)) 
3) Associate the remaining segments with each 
preceding syllable: (C(C)), or (G) (e.g., fy) 
II. Coda-adjustment rule application: 
coda-obstruent neutralization 
consonant cluster simplification 
I I I . Resyllabification of the input string: 
If, VC + V ~ V + CV 
IV. Other phonological rules: voicing. 
V. Surface representations 
Condition: A basic unit for underlying syllable bound-
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ary assignment is a phonological unit which I refer to 
a simple (not compound) word with agglutinative markers 
and/or suffixes. Thus, for a compound word, each basic 
unit undergoes steps I and I I, and then, the basic 
units are combined and resyllabified in step III. 
For example, the sequence of segments n8ksi (E..8ks + i 
'soul + s.m. ') is underlyingly syllabified as E..8k$~ 
according to the Rules 1), 2), and 3). Since ~ are not 
permissible initial segments, s alone becomes the onset of 
the second syllable. n8k$~ does not change by coda-
adjustment rules and resyllabification since it already 
conforms to the requirements. After applications of 
phonological rules, it is realized as [n8ks'i] on the 
surface representation. phathal, which is a compound word 
of phath 'red-bean' and~ 'grain', should be divided into 
basic units for underlying syllable assignment. ~and 
~. which are syllabified and go through coda-adjustment 
rules respectively, become a sequence input for step III. 
After phatal is resyllabified as 
finally produce (phadal]. Without 
~$tal, other rules 
consideration of the 
basic unit, it is syllabified as ~$thal in the underly-
ing representation and realized as [phathal], which is 
incorrect. 
To summarize, KSS has the following characteristics 
or conditions (KSSC). 
First, the nucleus is composed of only a vowel or a 
glide plus a vowel ( The vowel is always syllabic). 
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Secondly, although two consonant codas appear under-
lyingly, consonants on the surface are never clustered in 
syllable initial or final position. (Of course, two con-
sonant clusters are found between two syllabics.) 
Thirdly, the possible consonant codas are restricted 
to [p t k 1 m n 9] on the surface. 
Finally, on the surface, 
preferred rather than VC + V. 
the CV syllable types are 
5.4. Koreanization and Resyllabification 
The KSSC is obviously revealed in the nativization of 
loan words. With epenthetic vowels, Korean speakers 
reorganize syllable structures of a new word. 
The observation of loan words represents several 
characteristic changes, which are initiated by the Ksse. 
First of all, the maximal syllable structure in Korean 
is represented by eve (eGVC) and there is no exception to 
this condition among loan words found in Korean. The 
following words take the maximal syllable structure from 
English as much as possible: nyu-yok 'New York', swe-
'sweater', 'shortening'. 
Although two consonant codas exist in the underlying 
representation of Korean, they never appear in borrowing. 
This means that loan words obey the KSSe of the surface 
representation. 
Secondly, the restrictions to codas in Korean are 
reflected in the Koreanization of loan words. A syllable 
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type CV in English is always accepted as the same CV in 
Korean, but eve is allowed only when the coda consonant is 
one of stops, liquids and nasals: k±-lup 'group', ..!~.>i:l-
I C 1 UbI , 'ticket' 
'olympic' and ten-sig 'dancing'. Thus, they are realized 
as the same (at least similar) phonemes [p t k 1 m n 9]. 
The other obstruents /f, v, s, z, c, j ... I are taken 
as onsets being followed by an epenthetic vowel, in order 
to be realized as the same segments in the SL. For ex-
ample, the coda /s/ of 'bus' is realized as the same 
phoneme only when it becomes the onset in the loan word 
(i.e., /pas±!). If it consisted of the coda (i.e., /pas!) 
the actual pronunciation of /s/ would be the neutralized 
[t], which is completely different from English. 
The substitutions of /ph p/ for English /p b/ is 
hardly reflected when /p b/ happen to be syllabified as 
codas. Since /ph p/ in the codas are neutralized to /p/ 
in Korean pronunciation, Korean speakers phonemicize 
English /p b/ as /p/ in the coda unless they are extremely 
conscious of English spelling 7 • In many cases, English 
/t/ is phonemicized as Is/ in the coda of loan words. 
This tendency seems to follow the writing convention in 
which t-insertion is marked by /s/ as in chacip > chascip 
[chatc'ip] 'coffee house', and many words have the coda 
/s/. 
In the resyllabification of (C)Vf type, liquids and 
nasals in the coda of English are always syllabified as 
codas in loan words 
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but there is instability in the syl-
labification of stops. Some words such as khap 'cup', 
kh±l-l8p 'club' take final stops as codas but some words 
such as 'rope' , 'light' take them as 
onsets. Kim-Renaud (1977) explains this two-way syllabi-
fication of stops by the syllable-final unreleasing of 
obstruents in Korean. 8 In Korean, obstruents are 
obligatorily unreleased in syllable-final position. In 
borrowing, "when the unreleased stop is heard, it is 
usually analyzed at the surface value .... When both 
released and unreleased variants are heard in the original 
language, Koreans analyze them in two ways, i.e., one with 
an epenthetic i and the other without it (pp. 252)." 
Thus, when Koreans hear unreleased stops, they produce un-
released stops by way of coda syllabification and vice 
versa. 
In the case that two stops (or, stop + obstruent) are 
successive in English, the first stop is usually resyl-
labified as a coda as in 'act' 'foot ball' 
This means that Korean speakers perceive the 
unreleasedness in the first stop. Sometimes vowels seem to 
affect the resyllabification of stops. A consonant after 
a long vowel /iY e uw ow/ or a vowel with L in "r-less" 9 
has a tendency to be resyllabified as an onset: 
'park' A voiced stop has a stronger tendency to be 
resyllabified as an onset than a voiceless stop has, as in 
s±-mo-k± < smo~. k6-k± < gaK vs. ~ < gaQ. This tendency 
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seems to be affected by the length of vowel - the vowel is 
much shorter before voiceless consonants than it is before 
voiced consonants. The major difference between such 
pairs of words (mat vs. mad) is in the vowel length, not 
in the voicing of the final consonants (Ladefoged pp. 48-
4 9) . Also, by being resyllabified as an onset, the voiced 
stops (phonemicized as voiceless stops in Korean) are 
realized as voiced stops on the surface representation by 
the voicing rule. 
On the other hand, the coda /t/ in one-syllable 
English is usually resyllabified as an onset in loan words 
such as hit > hi-th±, set > se-th±, even though the clos-
est reproductions, such as his [hit]' ses [set] are 
possible. These reproductions may be caused by the fact 
that /t/ is the least frequent among the permissible codas 
(K-I Kim, 
complex. 
1985, p. 35) . The codazation of stops is very 
Whether stops after a syllabic in English become 
a coda or not depends on the release of the stop, the 
length of the vowel in English, and the frequency 
strength of the stop in Korean. 
In ,fact, this resyllabification seems to be affected 
most by the way of borrowing: when a word is borrowed 
orally, releaseness in English is concerned. In borrowing 
through a written word, speakers may analyze 'cake' into 
khe-i-kh± rather than khe-ik by just corresponding sub-
stitutions. 
Thirdly, consonant clusters in the margins of a 
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syllable must be resyllabified in order to conform to the 
KSSC. Loan words show that consonant onsets which are 
beyond the Korean maximal syllable are resyllabified as 
having an i following as in strike > ls±-th±-la-i-kh±l. 
Thus, newly produced syllables take the most natural CV 
type, and at the same time, capture the original sound of 
onsets in maximum. However, consonant clusters after a 
syllabic take the eve (and ev) pattern as much as pos-
sible. In the occasion that the second clustered coda 
(Ve£) is a liquid or a nasal, it is resyllabified as a 
coda, adopting the first consonant into the onset 10 : for 
instance, film > phill±m, el~ > el-l±m. English Ill which 
is adjacent to a vowel but not in word initial or final 
position is always ambisyllabified in Korean. Again, the 
reproduced syllables keep the original pronunciation as 
much as possible. What to note is that because liquids 
and nasals are permitted to be unchanged in the coda, they 
compose a syllable with the preceding consonant without 
producing another syllable. Thus, consonant clusters are 
reorganized so that under the KSSC, the stranded con-
sonants are incorporated with less epenthetic vowels ln 
order to keep the original pronunciation. 
Finally, as mentioned already, English diphthongs are 
always split into two syllabics in Korean. English syl-
labic consonants show their syllabicity in loan words by 
way of composing a syllable with an inserted vowel as in 
Sometimes, the forms 
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before syllabic syncope -- when a vowel is lost and its 
syllabicity is transferred to a consonant (Bell, 1978, p. 
168) -- are borrowed, as in tunnel > tha-nal. 
Explaining resyllabification of loan words, K. s. Kim 
(1984) claims the strengths of codas in Koreanization: 
the strongest one for lngl, 
stronger lm, n, 1 I 
strong lp, t, kl 
weak lb, d, g, f .. . I 
the weakest Is, z, th .. . 1 (p. 43) 
He also suggests Resyllabification Rules (p.43): 
a) Initial Consonant Res. 0 --> $ I ##C ____ _ C, 
b) Initialized II 
0 --> $ I ({~})[-son] __ ( ##) ' 




0 --> $ 1 c ___ L+~onj(##). 
ex) ls$t$reryk$9jsjl --> s±th±legkhis±s± 'strengths' 
ll l b b (p. 43, 48) 
His claim about the strengths of codas catches well 
the phenomena that occur in the resyllabification of loan 
words. Resyllabification rules suggested by him, however, 
produce incorrect words owing to disregard of the nucleus. 
For example, steam is analyzed as ls$t$iml according to 
Rule (a) and (b), and is realized ls±-th±-iml, which is 
different from the loan word sithim. Since a rule to form 
first a syllable with a vowel and adjacent consonants in 
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English is not established, the inappropriate word sithiim 
happens to be produced. He also claims that /w y/ should 
be regarded as an onset with evidence that 'sway' is 
resyllabified as si-wei rather than swei (p. 45, 49). But 
we can find a lot of loan words which take a glide {/w y/) 
and a consonant onset within a syllable such as ~ < 
ship, myu-cik < music, ~ < show, syam-phu < shampoo, 
cyu-si < juice, swi-pul < swivel, etc. Especially /y/ 
always functions as a part of a vowel (diphthong) in loan 
words. So it is rather natural to regard such syllabific-
ations as in si-wei, and si-wi-chi <switch exceptional~~. 
I suggest that Resyllabification Rules (RR) for 
Koreanization of foreign words be based on the establish-
ment of the main nuclei and their margins. 
(7) Resyllabification Rules for Koreanization 
Rule I: 
Assign one syllable with each [+syllabic] segment, and 
with a nasal or a liquid which is following but not 
adjacent to a vowel in the input word. 




Associate a maximal syllable structure of Korean: 
(a) first, a preceding glide and a consonant, (marked 
by dashed lines) 
i.e. , 
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and (b) second, a following consonant. (dashed lines) 




With each stranded consonant which does not belong to 
any syllable, associate a minimal syllable structure 
and ambisyllabify /1/. 
i . e. , 
Rule IV: 
Substitute Korean phonemes for the corresponding 
English phonemes and insert an epenthetic vowel into 
each empty syllabic position. 
i . e. , s 1 I m 
~
/;\~ 
s i 11 i m 
Conditions 
1. The maximal KSS is eve (or, CGVC} and the KSS 
needs minimally a V. 
2. Among the permissible codas /p t k 1 m n 91. 
/p t k/ can be resyllabified as onsets, but 
before another obstruent, they become codas. 
3. /1/ adjacent to a syllabic is always ambi-
syllabified except in word initial and final 
position. 
4. Substitutions. 
(E) p t k c 
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(p t/s k 
p t k c 
in the coda) 
b d g j 
s s sy (not before ~) 
r 1 m n ry 1 1(11) m n 9 
For the other obstruent and vowel substitutions, 
refer to Chapters 3 and 4. 
Therefore, resyllabified sil$lim and mi$til are produced 
by the RR. The RR shows that although the reproduction of 
the original pronunciation is followed as much as pos-
sible, the loan words always obey the KSSC in the surface 
representation, not the syllable structure conditions of 
the original language, English. Thus, through the RR, a 
one-syllable word strike is transformed into the five-
syllable word si-thi-la-i-khi. 
The resyllabified strings of segments become the 
underlying representation for the phonological rules of 
Korean discussed in the previous chapters. In some sense, 
the degree of nativization of loan words will depend on 
how many rules are applied. But some rules are productive 
enough to apply to every loan word. The voicing rules. 
palatalization, 
neutralization, 
those rules 12 • 
post-obstruent fortition, coda-obstruent 
and unreleasing of coda-obstruent are 
By the voicing rule, /mitil/ is realized 
as [midil]; /kh8p+i/ 'cup+ s.m.', (khabi]. ~- 'show' is 
palatalized into [syo]. The coda /s/ of thikhe~ is neu-
tralized and unreleased in the surface representation as 
[t]. Obstruents after another obstruent become fortis in 
loan words: th6pt6nsi [th6p~6ns'±] 'tap 
[phutg~ol] 'foot ball' th6ksi [thGk~i], 
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dance', 
etc. In natural 
context, loan words further assimilate into Korean. For 
instance, in words phapmyucik 
[ollimphil)man] 'olympic + only', .P. and Js. are nasalized by 
the influence of the following nasals. 
In conclusion, what is the most important and obliga-
tory process in borrowing is the reproduction of a word 
according to the KSSC. No loan word can be accepted as 
Korean without being resyllabified by the RR. 
:-JOTES 
1. Kahn's rules are five in which I do not include 
Rules III-V for a normal and rapid speech. 
2. There are disagreements on the problem 
glides ly wl in Korean are regarded as the 
nucleus: Huh and Kim-Renaud ( 1978) regard 
nucleus; B-G Lee (1982), as the onset. 
whether the 
onset or the 
them as the 
I treat glides as the nucleus simply due to their 
phonetic qualities. Besides, to classify them as an onset 
seems to allow consonant cluster onsets in Korean, which 
are restricted just to ly w/. 
3. Ill in the native Korean words is not allowed in 
the onset of the first syllable but it is frequently found 
in loan words. See Chapter 3. 
4. Korean lenis obstruents lp t k c s/ become fortis 
when preceded by another obstruent. 
Post-Obstruent Fortition Rule: 
[-son] --» [+tense] I [-son] 
For more detai 1, see Kim- Renaud ( 1977, p. 260), and Kang 
(p. 219). 
5. There is an exception to this phenomenon: the 
syllable final lhl is deleted before another syllable. But 
when the next syllable starts with a stop, the coda /h/, 
being deleted, causes the lenis stop to become aspirated. 
For example, nah-!-ni [na±ni] 'to get well and' 
nah-ta [natha] 'to bear' 
6. When a compound 
labification occurs after 
cluster simplification and 
For example, /k'och-wil 
boundary intervenes, the resyl-
the applications of consonant 
coda-obstruent neutralization. 
'on the flower' 
Constituent Syllabification 
$ k'och $ wi $ 
Syllable Ending Adjustment 
$ k'ot $ wi $ 
Segment Syllabification 
$ k'o $ twi $ 
Other Rules 
[k'odwi] 
(Kim and Shibatani, pp. 92). 
In this case, the resyllabified onset (It/) has different 
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sound value from the underlying because of coda-obstruent 
neutralization. 
7. The substitution /ph/ for English /p/ is occasion-
ally found in the coda, i.e., khe-ikh (kheik]. The 
actual pronunciation is the same as khe-ik. 
8. Obstruent Unreleasing (Kim-Renaud, 1977 p. 252) 
[~~~sJ ----> [-release] I 
According to this rule, the exact pronunciations of 
[p t k] in the coda are [p- t- k-]. This is applied to 
loan words, too. 
9. "Most speakers in Eastern New England, New York 
City, and the Coastal regions of the South delete final 
and preconsonantal.!:. (Bronstein, p. 119)." This "r-less" 
phenomenon seems to be reflected in borrowing: for ex-
ample, car > kha, card > khati, park > phakhi, horn > bon, 
etc. 
10. See #9. In borrowing, /r/ before a nasal is delet-
ed, too. 
11. In the word switch, if it were syllabified as /swi-
chi/ [s q ichi), the actual pronunciation of~ would be (s] 
instead of [s] due to s-palatalization. By being syllabi-
fied as /si-wi-chi/ [siqichi), the original pronunciation 
s is kept. thiwisithi is not explained this way. though. 
12. For the voicing, palatalization rules, see chapter 
3. When t-palatalization occurs, /c/ instead of /th/ is 
lexicalized and become an underlying form. For the post-
obstruent fortition and unreleasing of coda-obstruent, 
refer #4 and #8. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
In this study, have attempted to analyze the fac-
tors which affect phoneme substitutions and change of word 
forms in borrowing. 
As Hyman analyzes, foreign sounds are perceived as 
underlying forms, but under the condition that foreign 
sequences of segments should be resyllabified according to 
the syllable structure conditions of a native language. 
Thus, new borrowings are reorganized according to the KSSC 
and the resyllabified sequences of segments form an under-
lying representation in Korean. That is, the syllable 
structure influences the most radical changes that occur 
in loan words. 
In the process of substituting the closest corres-
pending phonemes for those of English, several factors 
contribute to the Korean speakers' choice of substitu-
tions. 
One factor is distinctive qualities of the TL, Kore-
an. The substitutions of /ph th kh ch/ and /p t k c/ for 
English /p t k c/ and /b d g j/ respectively are caused by 
distinctive qualities of Korean aspiration and intensity, 
which usually distinguish the former voiceless set from 
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the latter voiced set, 
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especially in syllable initial 
position. On the other hand, the fact that unaspirated 
consonants after /s/ are not reflected may be due to the 
influence of spelling and to the restriction of distribu-
tion (i.e., only after /s/). This means that distinctive 
qualities of the TL are sometimes taken from the SL con-
trastive phonemes and generalized to all cases, and 
sometimes from phonetic details as in the coda lexicaliza-
tion of stops. 
Sometimes, allophonic distribution of the TL influ-
ences the manner in which loan words are phonemicized (or, 
lexicalized). In Korean, the palatized /s/ ([s]) appears 
only before /i, y, wi/, and /1/ is realized as [r) between 
vowels unless geminated with another [1]. The attempts to 
reproduce the original pronunciations [1, s] are realized 
by the gemination of /1/ and the diphthongization of a 
vowel after palatalized /s/. That is, Korean allophonic 
distribution is applied if possible. 
Once loan words are lexicalized, their realization 
will depend on the composed environments, which will 
trigger Korean phonological rules: for instance, English 
/s/ may be realized as [s] in loan words because it hap-
pens to occur before /1/. 
Although it is difficult to find an internal consis-
tency to characterize vowel substitutions, there seems to 
be a psychological correspondence between the English 
vowel system and the existent Korean vowel system. In 
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fact, it is almost impossible to compare vowel systems in 
absolute descriptions. Thus, the lexicalization of vowels 
is easily affected by many factors: for example, diph-
thongized vowels occur after a-palatalization; English 
diphthongs are usually accepted as two vowels by the 
influence of the KSSC; in assimilation to Korean, vowels 
seem to change to the forms which occur frequently in 
Korean morphemes. 
Some phoneme substitutions cannot be explained with-
out considerations of the syllable structure of Korean. 
Substitutions of English stops depend on their posi-
tion in the syllable (onset or coda). Since Korean stops 
are neutralized in the coda, the contrast of English stop 
sets (/p t k/ vs. /b d g/)' which is reflected in the 
onset of loan words, 
resyllabified as codas. 
becomes weak or neutralized when 
Also, the tendency that the coda 
It/ is usually lexicalized as /s/ is explained when we 
understand that the underlying coda /s/ in Korean is 
always realized as [t] in the surface representation. 
Consonant clusters, which are not permitted in the 
KSS, are broken up by an epenthetic vowel which is chosen 
to encompass the original pronunciation of the stranded 
consonants in maximum. Each stranded consonant is usually 
resyllabified as an onset because CV is the preferred type 
in Korean and because obstruents are not transformed in 
the onset. However, when the stranded consonant is a 
sonorant, it does not create a new syllable alone, but 
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forms a syllable with a preceding consonant because sono-
rants are perfectly allowed unchanged even in the coda. 
In other words, so long as the KSSC allows, consonant 
clusters are resyllabified with as few epenthetic vowels 
as possible in order to keep the original pronunciations. 
I suggested Resyllabification Rules for Koreaniza-
tion for explanations of those phenomena and the mechanism 
of language borrowing in Korean. 
A lot of borrowed words cause a change in the TL, 
Korean; for example, n-deletion and !-alternation pro-
cesses are weakening and words such as nyus± < news and 
lekhot± < record, which do not 
accepted by Korean speakers. 
word which violates the KSSC. 
undergo those rules. are 
However, there is no loan 
In conclusion, the nativization of foreign words may 
be summarized by saying that loan words are resyllabified 
and lexicalized according to the KSSC so as to maximize 
the original pronunciation, and then are subject to the 
Korean phonological system. 
My study has focused on the changing pattern of loan 
words. We can predict the Koreanized form of a foreign 
word by Resyllabification Rules for Koreanization. In 
other words, this analysis may represent some acceptable 
ways to pronounce the loan words with a target language 
accent. On the other hand, the more a speaker learns the 
second language, the more he or she will adopt the rules 
of the second language, producing a more authentic pronun-
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ciation. In the beginning stage of learning or after the 
critical period, a learner may follow the same process of 
borrowing in order to pronounce 'unpronounceable' words 
from the viewpoint of his or her native language. There 
are several questions which occur here. Is it possible 
for an adult learner to overcome such nativization process 
at all? If it is possible partially, what is overcome and 
how? Does the acquaintance of English loan words before 
English learning affect the acquisition of English pronun-
ciation? And if so, how much is it affected? I expect 
that further study will 
these questions. 
be needed to supply answers for 
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